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Background
• Under Appendix VIII Supplement 10 a blind
personnel demonstration is required for an
inspection to change an essential variable
• Given that PDI does not have mockups
p to cover
every configuration, the site specific mockup
process was developed to extend the applicability
of qualified procedures to unique configurations
• The failure to detect large flaws at North Anna
has revealed potential generic problems with
respect to how NDE processes are being
administered and implemented
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Background
• Although the root cause at North Anna may have
been inspector oversight,
oversight questions were also raised
regarding the site-specific mockup procedures and
technical justifications being performed
• The NRC staff, with assistance from the Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL), have been
reviewing the procedure and technical justification
used at North Anna
• There are generic questions with respect to
effectiveness and reliability of NDE conducted in
accordance with site-specific mockup methodology
– Are there any significant undetected cracks in welds?
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Issues Discovered in Site
Specific Mockup Process
• Two site visits
– NRC and
d PNNL staff
t ff ttraveled
l d tto th
the N
North
th A
Anna
site on two separate occasions to evaluate the
actual probe and UT responses produced from
site-specific
it
ifi DMW flflaw mock-ups
k

• Evaluation of Technical Justification (TJ)
– NRC and PNNL staff reviewed and evaluated TJ
IR-2009-358, developed by EPRI, for qualification
acceptance of the manual technique that was
applied

• PNNL modeling
– The acoustic variables of the manual UT probe
used at North Anna were analyzed
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Issues Discovered in Site
Specific Mockup Process
• Staff review of North Anna Procedure, Root Cause
Analysis and Technical Justification uncovered several
Analysis,
issues
– Limited technical basis to justify modification of essential
variables
– Low number of flaws used in open evaluations
– Whether flaws in mockups were realistic
– Use of probe not on “Table 1”
– Verification of unencoded data is challenging
– Inspections carried out with two inspectors
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Issue 1: Number of Flaws
• Low number of axial flaws in mockups
– Eight Fla
Flaws
s Total - Three Axial
A ial Flaws
Fla s
– Only one axial flaw within range for technical
justification
– Two other axial flaws were “out of range”
– Ten flaws required for Supplement 10 personnel
demonstrations
– Supplement 10 would require at least 3 relevant “within
range” axial flaws

• An ope
open procedure
p ocedu e de
demonstration
o st at o sshould
ou d co
cover
e a
variety of flaws to be effective
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Issue 2: Flaw Quality
• Issues with flaws in mockups
– Were the fla
flaws
s and welds
elds really
reall representati
representative
e of
service-induced cracks and actual field welds?

Mid-wall Fabrication Flaws or
p
Artifacts Detected in
Implantation
North Anna Mock-ups (as
indicated by arrow)
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Issue 3: Probe Qualification
• Probes never used in blind
testing
• Multiple essential variables
were changed
g that did not
relate to the geometry of the
weld
– Probes are smaller than
recommended by procedure
– Modeling confirms that the
sound field was low at pipe ID
– Phased Array procedure used
a 1.1 inch aperture 1.5 MHz
probe and achieved much
better results for the same
flaws

A

B

C
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Issue 3: Probe Qualification
(con’t)
(con
t)
• Probe angles were incorrect
– The probes have
ha e been shown
sho n to ha
have
ea
<30 degree effective angle, not a 40
degree angle as described in the TJ and
procedure
– The procedure only allows an error of 3
degrees
– This error was missed during probe
calibration and the technical justification
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Issue 4: Value of Encoded
Data
• Unencoded inspections are challenging to
evaluate
– The Technical Justification used screen shots from
an oscilloscope to determine the detectability of
the flaws
– No ability to determine if it was easy or difficult to
obtain p
peak signals
g
from the flaws
– No information about spurious signals was
included in Technical Justification
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Issue 5: Challenges of
Multi-Person Inspections
• Examinations conducted with two people
– One inspector mo
moved
ed the probe on the weld
eld
– A second inspector watched the oscilloscope and was
to detect the flaws

• This process is not part of the PDI qualification
process
• This process was not described in the Technical
Justification
• This process was not used in the on site testing
and training
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Generic Concerns
The staff’s review has raised concerns that
the existing process allows changes in
essential variables rather than optimization of
inspection parameters(which is the intent of
Appendix VIII).
A process needs to be put in place to ensure
that the intent of Appendix VIII is met.
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Generic Concerns (con’t)
• Areas of improvement of the current site specific
mockup process
– No modeling required
• Modeling and/or calculations on probe angles and
apertures would have revealed issues

– Allows use of an Open demonstration process with
limited requirements
q
for number and q
quality
y of flaws
– Allows multiple and significant changes to essential
variables unrelated to geometry
– The staff does not believe that the 2:1 Signal to
Noise Ratio is an appropriate criteria for open testing
of dissimilar metal welds and weld overlays.
• Allowable SNR must be adequately justified
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Generic Concerns (con’t)
• Areas of improvement for technical justification
process
– Limited review of changes in essential variables
(e.g. probe design)
– TJ may rely upon screenshots to document the
acceptability of the technique
• limited data captured to verify qualification
• Can rely upon screenshots of peak signals with no
information on “blank” areas of the weld

– Flaw quality review limited
• Flaw implantation
• Flaw number, size and location
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Future Actions to Address
Generic Issues
• NRC future action areas
–
–
–
–

Encoding Issues
Modeling
g Issues
Mockup and Probe Characterization Work
Interactions with NIFG
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Encoding Issue
• NIFG has indicated that it is considering a graded
approach to examinations that would include
manual, unencoded examinations
• The staff is considering
g the basis for when scans
should be encoded
– Easier independent analysis of the data
– Encoded data could mitigate some issues
• Remove the need for technical justifications to rely
on screenshots
• Spurious signals would be recorded for the
Technical Justification
• The two-person inspection team would have less of
an effect
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Modeling Activities
• RES, through PNNL, is assessing various
modeling processes to address questions of
inspection effectiveness and coverage
– Modeling is currently being used to support
reviews of two relief requests

• Use modeling to help establish the transfer
function between probes on Table 1 and those
used in the site-specific mockup process.
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Mockup and Probe
Characterization Work
• Determine if the rigor of the site specific mockup
process is sufficient
– NRC/PNNL characterization of Mockups and manual
UT probes
• NRC request to review similar EPRI data
• Compare to field data

– Examine additional site specific mock ups
ups, technical
justifications, and probes
• Inform the scope of applicability of generic concerns
• Provide
Pro ide the range of methodologies used
sed in
implementing the site specific mockup process to meet
Appendix VIII qualification requirements
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Mockup Work at PNNL for
Generic Issues
• NRC/PNNL to examine mockups with optimized
phased array using several frequencies
– Connection between flaw implantation process and
spurious signals
– Evaluate site specific mockup and ASME Code
requirements with regards to flaw implantation process

• Compare
p
p
phased array
y data on mockups
p to field
data from flaws and scans of cold leg-to-SG
nozzle welds at North Anna
– Verify consistency of signal response
– Determine if site specific mockup adequately represents
the conditions of interest
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Mockup Work at PNNL for
Generic Issues (con’t)
(con t)
• Compare PNNL and EPRI data with modeling
approach
– Verify the effectiveness of modeling as a tool to address
NRC concerns with site specific mockup procedure
– Determine the effective use of modeling to address the
types of inspection parameters that can be modified and
the magnitude of the change through a site specific
mockup procedure
– Identify requirements necessary to use modeling in the
PDI site specific mockup process
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Regulatory Requirements
• Appendix VIII has certain requirements, for example,
Article VIII
VIII-3140
3140 for blind demonstration and
Supplement 10 paragraph 2 for number, type and
quality of flaws.
• NRC staff understands that PDI cannot address
every configuration and site-specific demonstrations
are needed
– PDI and the site-specific demonstrations must, however, be
robust and meet the intent of Appendix VIII
– Sufficient
S fficient req
requirements
irements sho
should
ld be defined to address an
any
needed change in essential variables
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Regulatory Process
• The NRC sees multiple methods of addressing
the site specific mockup process in regulations
–
–
–
–

Code Case
Code Change
Rulemaking
Regulatory Issue Summary

• The NRC Staff expects to review the new sitesite
specific mockup procedure, and if it deviates from
Appendix VIII requirements, the NRC will need to
approve its
it use att sites
it until
til it iis addressed
dd
d iin th
the
regulations.
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Proposed Interactions with
NIFG
• The staff envisions a series of meetings
approximately every two months
• The staff and industry will discuss via email and
telephone
p
calls, as required
q
– Discussions regarding progress on the investigations
being conducted at the EPRI NDE Center and PNNL on
the North Anna p
probe and mockups
p
– Any issues that arise

• The staff expects to exchange data on mockup
and probe characterization
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Q estions?
Questions?
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